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18-54102

Baker Act

Island Estates Parkway

Female was secured and transported to Halifax Hospital.

18-54147

Crash Hit and
Run

SR100 & NcMormick
Drive

18-54142

Harassing
Phone Calls

Wavecrest Place

18-54203

Criminal
Mischief

Plainview Dr

18-54125

Baker Act

US HWY 1

V1 stated she was making an U-turn on SR100 and McCormick Drive when the
suspect vehicle struck the rear of her vehicle. The suspect vehicle left the scene
and was followed by both witnesses to 49 Sea Front. Units responded to the
residence and observed a blue Cadillac pull in the driveway. It was discovered that
it was registered S1. Contact was made at the residence but S1 was not in the
residence. Contact was done via telephone and he was issued a criminal citation
when he returned home.
V1 stated she answered her husband’s cellphone and a male on the other end said
he was Taliban and was going to shoot her house and blow up all the houses on
her street. Her son, O1, who recognized the number, called it back, and identified
the male on the line as S1. Charges forwarded to the SAO.
V1 advised that three tires were slashed on her vehicle. Around 9pm S1 was at the
residence banging on the door looking for V1 and was seen near the vehicle by V1s
roommate, O1. V1 was at work and did not discover the damage until around 3:30
AM. She spoke with S1 on the phone who advised that he would pay for the tires
but did not admit to damaging them. Charges were completed.
Adult male Baker Act transported by LEO to Halifax

18-54140

TS

Jungle Hut Road

Deputies performed a traffic and made contact with the driver, S1. During the
course of speaking with the male he fled at a high rate of speed. The vehicle
turned onto Hotel Trace and traveled through the exit of the guard shack. Contact
was made at the residence with a family member who directed LEO to the
bedroom. S1 locked himself in a bathroom for several minutes until deputies were
able to unlock the door and secure the male. S1 was arrested and after medical
clearance, he was charged with fleeing and eluding, resisting without violence and
DWLS with knowledge (DL revoked 10 years for DUI).

